LWG Inter-Generational Community Center was among the many participants in the East Carolina University 19th Annual Community Unity Breakfast this year. The guest speaker for the event was State Senator Don Davis. The YES 21st CCLC Youth were in attendance from beginning to end where they received special recognition from the event’s committee for their participation.
Honoring The Legacy of Dr. Martin L. King, Jr

Monday January 18, 2016 7:30am — 9:30am

GLANCE OF EVENTS
♦ Community Unity Breakfast
♦ Black History Month Opening Celebration

“HERE’S TO OUR FUTURE”

Thanks to the YES 21st CCLC Youth for their ideas in creating the posters for the Unity Breakfast.

Special Recognition to the youth team leaders, artist and creative minds behind the finished products. They are: Wykhera Spruill, Jamar Holmes, Chikera King, Christiana Overton, Damarius Langley, Destiny Harris, Jasmine, Anderson-Hardy, Yazmiein Miles, Jacobe Johnson, Jashawn Harris, Nyssa Wooten and Khiya Daniels. GREAT JOB!!!

“YOU’RE NOT DREAMING” BY Nirvan Persaud

ECU YES 21ST CCLC’S TRIP (February 4, 2016)

Cultural awareness and education is a very important part of the teachings provided to the youth of the IGCC YES 21st CCLC Program. ECU Transit provided transportation to carry the Afterschool youth and staff along with some community members to ECU’s Opening Celebration for Black History Month.

Featuring: “The Toby Foyeh Band and Orchestra”
GLANCE OF EVENTS

♦ Line Dancing At It’s Best

♦ Pet Pantry

LINE DANCING

Come join Mr. “D” and the rest of the gang every Thursday from 5:30 to 6:30 at IGCC for Aerobics Line Dancing. You not only have fun but you get a great work out. Come on down! We are waiting on you!!!!

PET FOOD PANTRY OF EASTERN NC TO THE RESCUE

On Sunday, January 24th, pet food pantry came with a truck load of free dog food to share with local pet owners. The IGCC parking lot was the place for this generous gesture. Other contributions included hay, leashes and even clothing for our four legged friends.

Erskin Spruill Shares pictures of his best friend, Pebbles

Pet Pantry Assistant Loves on Community Dog

INSPIRATIONAL THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH

“THE MOST WASTED OF ALL DAYS IS ONE WITHOUT LAUGHTER.”

Author: Nicolas Chamfort
Happenings on Campus at IGCC

GLANCE OF EVENTS
♦ Pre-Valentines Celebration “Pancake Day”
♦ Expungement Clinic

“HAPPY VALENTINES DAY”
TO THE YES 21ST CCLC YOUTH
FROM THE IGCC STAFF

National Pancake Day is February 26th. Since Valentine's Day is February 14th, the IGCC staff decided to combine the two events. On Thursday, February 11th, staff members will be cooking heart shaped pancakes to serve the youth and staff. There will be multiple toppings ranging from fresh fruits to chocolate morsels. This will help eliminate some of the traditional candy and cupcakes normally given out on Valentines Day!! From our “Heart” to yours!

A Free Expungement Clinic

When it comes to hearing what the Community wants and needs, Maurice Jordan, IGCC Family Coordinator, does not fool around.

Just as Jordan is concerned about the youth in the YES Program, he is even more concerned about their parents and others in the Greenville community. He pursued forming a collaboration between the IGCC, Legal Aid of NC and the School of Law at North Carolina Central University that resulted in IGCC hosting an Expungement Clinic for individuals that have criminal backgrounds. Starting In October, with only a flyer announcing registration for “A Free Expungement Clinic” to be held in February, this was just the beginning. The response was phenomenal! The deadline for the registration was January 5th. From October to January Jordan received more than 400 calls and 175 applications!!! Jordan stated that he received calls and applications from as far as Texas and New York!!! February 20th is the date for the event and The IGCC Connect will report the results in next months edition.

Maurice Jordan; Director Moody and entire the IGCC Staff salute you for living out the IGCC Motto........."WE GET IT DONE!!!
Happenings on Campus at IGCC

**GLANCE OF EVENTS**
- Parent & Community Night
- Parent University
- Quilting, Health Screening, and Weekly Produce

**PARENT & COMMUNITY NIGHT FOR JANUARY**

**PRESENTERS**
Kylene Dibble of Parents for Public Schools and Sharon Mallette with the ECU School of Nursing

With a 54% parent turnout, the information was well received and discussed.

**PARENT & COMMUNITY NIGHT FOR FEBRUARY - MONTHLY MEETING (2/16)**

**PARENT & COMMUNITY NIGHT FOR FEBRUARY 23, 2016**

**PRESENTERS**
Aisha Powell, Academic Mentoring Specialist

**Topic:**
"Power of Parents: Motivating Children to Succeed"

---

**Quilting and Health Screenings Helps to Keep IGCC Seniors “FIT”**

Seniors participating in the **Quilters Club** at IGCC have expressed that quilting is therapeutic for them. They’ve expressed that their minds are relaxed while quilting and each mistake becomes a new creation. It also serves as a social gathering where lasting friendships have evolved. But just as the mind needs therapy, so does the body.

The weekly **Health Screenings** are another great contribution to the wellbeing of the residents in the community. The blood pressure screenings done on pressure campus every Tuesday help tremendously. Nurse Sharon Mallette and ECU nursing students work diligently to give blood pressure readings and recommendations to participants.

Then it all gets summed up on Thursdays’ when the seniors are able to receive **Weekly Produce** to help with preparing healthy meals. IGCC, once again, making it happen!

Hazel Whitehead, Quilter
Participating Staff
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